
August Enprint 2020 Feedback 

Umanipulated 

1 /  A well captured image of a young pheasant, background as been well 

handled and soft the image is sharp were it needs to be and over all well 

captured. 

 

 

2/ 4th – Mick Martindale - A Cracking image of a magpie with it catch in mouth 

of the defeated frog for lunch. Pin sharp front to back a well exposed image, 

nit-pick fore ground needs to be a bit darker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3/ A well seen marina shot looks like been taken abroad, sharp front to back, 

and exposure handled well,  pity about the mooring rope spoiling the 

composition. 

 

 

4/ HC – Phillip Yuill - a well spotted young deer and good use of shutter speed 

to freeze deer in mid run with all feet off floor. Background depth of field could 

have been narrower to blur the wall a bit more. 

 

5/ 3rd – Mick Martindale - A well controlled what looks like a home studio 

shoot, good control of light from window is well balanced and the whole image 

is sharp and well executed well done. 

 



6/ Image of the blue and white large ships with the line up of sailors would 

have been nice don’t know if photographer intended to have the hands waving 

in the for  ground but spoilt the composition of the image for me. 

 

 

7/ A nicely seen street canid photography use of a slower shutter speed as 

given subject a bit of movement, flash would of helped the background and 

recorded more detail in image. 

 

8/ a close up shot of giraffe head was well handled sharp where it needs to be 

and exposure handled  well considering shooting in to that bright sky 

 

9/ Well seen and handled well architecture shot with lots of detail in brick 

work and exposure well controlled sharp from front to back, 



 

10/ a well back lit animal portrait of this stunning lion , sharpness seems to be 

on the tree in fore ground which as put a little softness in the main image pity 

about the tree has it cuts into the image . 

 

11/ A very well handled image good composition and sharp from front to back, 

the exposure is well handled with great detailing through out image. 

 

12/ 5th – Phillip Yuill - Another great animal portrait, of this stunning 

woodpecker ,good composition and pin sharp from front to back, exposure 

could have been a bit darker in the back ground has it’s a little light. 



 

13/ HC – Garreth Waites - Nice portrait of what looks like a silver back gorilla 

,this was a well seen image sharp were it needs to be pity there is no catch 

light in eyes and the big piece of wood in fore ground which could have been 

cropped back a bit before judging. Nice image . 

 

14/ 1st – Mick Martindale - this is a well captured macro image of a pair of 

dragon fly’s pin sharp from front to back pity image  had its wings cut but good 

depth of field and beautiful colours. 

 

15/ A well seen landscape a good use of light and shadow to add some 

interesting detail to the foreground and sharp from front to back. 



 

16/ A lovely well seen landscape, sharp from front to back showing lots of 

detail in stone work in centre of image, nice use of light/shadow to pick out 

good detailing.  

 

17/ HC – Ray Swales - A well captured internal church image with good use of 

natural and spot lighting to pick out lots of detail exposure was well handled 

with only minor burn out to left side of image, sharp from front to back well 

done. 

 

 

18/ 2nd – Alan Musgrove - A very well seen image and the photographer has 

accelerated the impact by filling 2/3rds of the image with this great foreground 

pin sharp well done. 



 

19/ 6th – Alan Musgrove - This is a gorgeous autumn coloured land scape with 

some great lead in lines not sure I would like to sleep in the caravan but well 

seen and well executed. 

 

20/ HC – Alan Musgrove - This is a well seen and well captured image pin sharp 

and exposure is well controlled I personally would have liked to see more of 

were the climber was going and not were she been as it looks like she climbing 

out of the image 

 



 

Manipulated 

1/ 5th – Mick Martindale - A well seen and captured image composition works 

well for me and sharpness is good front to back looks like sky is manipulated 

has there is a distinctive line from blue to grey sky which is a bit off putting. 

 

 

2/ A nice image which if not b/w, de- saturation of colour is low but does not 

distract from image . sun is very low and bright and this should have been 

addressed but nice silhouettes in fore ground. 

 

3/ portrait format of Steetley pier , only way to capture this image to get the 

right effect, the image is a little bit skew whiff horizon a bit off but image is 

sharp and exposure well handled . 



 

4/A very nicely done manipulated image with a fun side to it well saturated in 

colour of them sunflowers, nip – pick I don’t think it needs the wall in fore 

ground. 

 

5/ HC – Mick Martindale - A very nice close up of field mouse judged this 

before or one very much like it, very sharp in the frame and a nice image. 

 

6/ HC – Garreth Waites - Nice B/W colour popped image buildings are central 

to the image , cropping the bottom by an inch will improve the composition. 



 

7/ 6th – Thom Hall - A very strong B/W image with good composition and sharp 

from front to back, nice wide range of tones pleasing image. 

 

8/ Farm scape nice attempt of this image but very busy ,  exposure has been 

well handled , and sharp from front to back. 

 

9/ 1st – Phillip Yuill - This is a very nice B/W Landscape image with everything in 

it out of the sweet shop, lol. Nice leading line throughout the image sharp from 

front to back well exposed and strong composition. 



 

10/ 2nd -  Thom Hall - A beautiful Landscape everything you could ask for, 

foreground interest ,nice sky, white buildings on the left a nice background all 

set up in the correct composition.  

 

11/ A lovely B/W landscape with nice lead in lines from the horses at the top 

left , great tonal range throughout nice lighting. 

12/  HC – Thom Hall - A nice B/W landscape of Whitby with nice tonal range, 

composition I would have cropped a little from the bottom but pin sharp and 

well exposed. 

 

13/ A well framed nature scene framed with the stone arch way which could 

have been hit with a little flash or manipulated to show more detail in arch. 



 

14/A nicely seen animal portrait, which is sharp were it needs to be and good 

composition pity no catch light in animals eyes. 

 

15/ HC – Ray Swales - This is a good way of turning a sculpture from another 

artist work into something which is now the photographers , well done for 

that. Nice and sharp and an interesting study. 

 

16/ 4th – Alan Musgrove - A very moody and atmospheric image, pity the 

photographer had not waited till all walkers were more spaced out in the 

image, nice image. 



 

17/ Nicely captured landscape what a shame the person in the centre was not 

wearing a red coat, lol point of focus was the fore ground a I would have used 

a bit more depth of field to just sharpen the back ground a bit more bit soft for 

me. 

 

18/ 3rd – Alan Musgrove - A nicely seen waterfall, the use of a slow shutter 

speed has blurred the water fall just enough for it to be nice and milky, I felt 

the composition of the image could have been stronger by cropping some of 

trees in the fore ground right as this is taking up a large part of image taking 

your eye away from the main subject but very pleasing image.  

 


